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CONEG - Coalition ofNortheastern Governors
EDF - Environmental Defense Fund, a national non-profit organization
McDonald's Waste Reduction Action Plan (WRAP) - Part of a comprehensive solid waste
reduction initiative that resulted from the EDF-McDonald's Waste Reduction Task Force.
The plan defines the specific actions McDonald's will undertake to continue its efforts to
reduce solid waste, implementing source reduction at several different levels throughout its
system. Refer to Appendix Ffor a 1998 WRAP Status Report.
Perseco - An independent and privately owned company that serves exclusively as
McDonald's buyer of packaging. It is a material-neutral buyer that selects and purchases
packaging from more than 100 suppliers.
Preferred Packaging Guidelines - Developed by the CONEG Source Reduction Council in
September 1989. (McDonald's Final Report, 1991, page 12) In order of preference, they
are:
1 . Elimination of the package or packagingmaterial.
2. Reduction of the package or packagingmaterial.
3. Design and manufacture of packages and packaging material to be returnable,
refillable and/or reusable.
Waste Management Hierarchy - A widely accepted measure of preferred solid waste
management developed by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA):
Reduce, reuse, recycle and incinerate/dispose. (McDonald's Final Report, 1991, page 9)
Source Reduction - Measures that reduce the weight, volume or toxicity of products and
packaging prior to their use. It reduces both the environmental effects of raw materials
extraction and manufacturing and the amount ofmaterial entering the waste stream.
Waste Reduction - Any action that reduces the amount or toxicity ofmunicipal solid waste
prior to disposal in a landfill or incinerator; for example, making packaging more recyclable
or compostable. (McDonald's Final Report, 1991, page 2)
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Abstract
The objective of this study was to determine the feasibility of replacing a corrugated
container with a multiwall paper bag for the packaging of food wraps used in the "Quick -
Serve" foodservice industry. The study was limited to one specific restaurant chain and for
only one size of food wraps. Laboratory testing was used to compare the performance
attributes of both package systems. This study will provide a model for quantifying package
source reduction when comparing a rigid package design to a flexible one.
The results show that, indeed, a multiwall paper bag is a feasible alternative to a
corrugated container when packaging food wraps and that significant source reduction can
be realized from this change. Immediate and significant cost savings will also be achieved




Throughout the last several years, International Paper has enjoyed a healthy position
as a majority supplier of paper carryout bags to TriCon, the purchasing arm for fast food
restaurant chains Taco Bell, Pizza Hut and Kentucky Fried Chicken, now known as K.F.C.
International Paper's total annual net sales in carryout bags to Taco Bell alone were
approximately S7.8MM in 1997 and $8MM in 1998.
Thinking in terms ofwhere the fast food indu stry was headed in the future was only
the beginning. In addition to daily tasks it became important to regularly evaluate service
successes to understand what was executed well and why. Efforts toward overall continuous
improvement were intensified and aspects of International Paper's business were closely
examined. Perhaps the most important consideration, however, was that Taco Bell's needs
had to be anticipated - preferably before they even recognized them. Together these
initiatives posed an ongoing challenge.
Knowledge of the customer's menu items and restaurant locations were not enough to
be considered a major supplier, or even a good supplier for thatmatter. International Paper
recognized this and took steps to build ties with itscustomer's key personnel, the decision
makers and the decision influencers. At Taco Bell, depending on the situation, this select
group included some or all of the following: purchasing agents, marketing people, the
advertising team, operations managers, financial controllers, product development
transportation and logistics people, etc. and anyone else who could lend insight into the
company's goals and priorities. Each of these groups, with its own unique contributions,
helped form the customer/supplier landscape between Taco Bell and International Paper.
Yet, even more was involved.
International Paper also had to possess a thorough understanding of Taco Bell's
business, to know how it operated, what systems were in place and how their supply chain
was organized. It was equally important to know what happens "in the
field,"
that is, within
the distribution network, inside the actual Taco Bell restaurants and what characterizes the
actual consumer experience. In order to round out the scenario, International Paper had to
get inside the mind of the operators, those who take orders and make the tacos, as well as the
consumers who purchase and eat the food. They had to then to combine this information
with what was learned directly from the customer, Taco Bell. The main benefit of having all
of this information was the gained appreciation and understanding of what challenges
customers faced at each level of the operation and what their needs were. International Paper
knew that these needs could be obvious or subtle and understood that words like
"dynamic"
and
"unpredictable" define the fast food industry. It is considered normal for a supplier to
get hit with a steady stream of challenges such as this. Some of the most common challenges
faced by Quick Service Restaurant (QSR) operations, including Taco Bell, are in the form of
these questions:
What are our competitors doing to increase brand awareness and market share?
How can we utilize current assets in a more productive and cost effective way?
What can we do today to get ahead of the curve and ensure market staying power?
How can we add more value for our customers?
Where in our system is a good place to start to add more value?
What new products can we offer that differentiate us from our competitors?
Where can we cut costs out of our system?
Defining challenges in this way allowed International Paper to closely align itself
with Taco Bell as a resource, a confidante, and a problem solver who not only supplies
product but entrenches itself in Taco Bell's system and helps them achieve their goals.
That's why in 1996, Taco Bell teamed up with International Paper to develop a cost savings
initiative that would positively impact their bottom line without negatively affecting
operational efficiencies.
Project Background
International Paper is a majority paper bag supplier to TriCon, the buying arm for a
group ofQSR chains, which includes Taco Bell, Pizza Hut and K.F.C. This thesis focuses
on Taco Bell.
Cost savings has always been one ofTaco Bell'smain directives and continues to
demand support, especially from packaging suppliers. One of themain areas of opportunity
for cost savings deals with packaging and is often associated with material source reduction.
In recent years, however, a new initiative has been added to Taco Bell's priority list. The
concept relates to "speed of
service"
and has gained momentum among all levels of Taco
Bell management and operations personnel.
More than ever before, efforts are being directed toward reducing the time necessary
to fill customer orders. The focus on speed, efficiency and accuracy relates to every aspect
of restaurant operations including order taking, food preparation, order filling, carryout
service,money changing, and behind the counter refills. After performing numerous time
studies and evaluating current operations in their corporate test kitchen (which resembles an
actual restaurant), Taco Bell came up with a definitive goal. The aim, in 1996, was to reduce
the time necessary to process a customer order down from thirty to fifteen seconds.
The customer understood that achieving this goal for reduced "speed of
service"
would demand a great deal of effort. There would have to be critical thinking, detailed
questioning, analyzing, theorizing, inventing, planning, testing, evaluating and securing help
from their suppliers. Not only did the customer want to improve its operations across the
board and elevate its status as a QSR industry leader; it wanted innovative changes that
would reduce costs. During a meeting in the spring of 1996, the customer explained its
multifaceted objective to its paper-packaging suppliers and set forth a challenge to come up
with new ideas to address its needs.
During a bramstonning session between customer and supplier, the idea of packaging
source reduction was suggested as a starting point. The type of package that drew the most
immediate attention, at least from the supplier's perspective, was the corrugated shipping
case used to transport flat paper wraps. These wraps were, and continue to be, the primary
in-store packaging for many of the customer's menu items. Wraps both contain and protect
tacos, burritos, etc. as they move from the food preparation counter to the sales counter.
Equally important is the need for package support as the food moves from sales counter to
customer tray or into a carryout bag.
A multiwall paper bag was suggested as a potential alternative to the corrugated
container currently used for shipping wraps frommanufacturer to restaurant. The supplier's
declining Multiwall Paper Bag Business, a sister unit of the FoodService Division, had been
looking for opportunities to increase sales and expand into new markets. Flat, self
supporting paper wraps emerged as an interesting test candidate for baler bags. By
eliminating the need for a corrugated container, the potential to reduce overall packaging
material costs was substantial. Realizing that reduced packaging can lead to cost savings,
both customer and supplier agreed the concept warranted further investigation. As a result,
the "box to bag" project was born.
Chapter 2
The Product
The first step in the process was to evaluate the
wraps'
current corrugated packaging.
Taco Bell shipped a few cases of product to International Paper and initial visual inspection
revealed outside case dimensions of 1 1 1/8x11 1/8 x 10 % inches. Each case was a single -
wall, C-flute, RSC container with an ECT factor of 32 pounds. A description of contents was
printed on the outside of each case. The wrap supplier, Bagcraft, confirmed that each case
was top-loaded and packed by hand. Gross container weight measured 25.5 lbs. and five
shrink-wrapped bundles ofwraps were packed inside each case.
Each shrink-wrap bundle measured 10 V_ x 10 V_ x 2 inches and weighed
approximately five pounds. One bundle was made up of 1 ,000 individual wraps made of 16 -
lb. basis weight (per 3,000 square feet.) Each wrap measured 10 V_ x 10 Vi inches. The
estimated gauge and type of shrink film was 1 mil. LDPE. The purpose of the film was two
fold: to secure the sheets in tight, stackable
"bricks"
and to protect them from dirt and
damage. Further visual evaluation provided certain printing information.
Each wrap was printed with the Taco Bell logo and the names of each menu item it
serviced. The colorful print design both identified the food product and enhanced overall
visual appeal. This dual-function print was designed to encourage faster product recognition,
by employee and customer, and to increase order accuracy. Depending on the menu item,
each wrap was folded in such a way that the name of the item could be clearly read on the
outside finished wrapper. Two measurable benefits of this print feature were increased speed
of service and improved customer satisfaction. A third benefit expected of this multi-
functioning wrap was the elimination of at least one SKU carried in inventory. Less
inventory wouldmean, for example, less storage charges at both warehouse and restaurant
levels, less labor needed for handling, less transportation costs and less disposal costs. In
short, less SKU's translated into cost savings. While the implementation of this improved
wrap was subject to employee education and cooperation, it represented a major effort for
Taco Bell system improvement. This example of consolidated packaging helped to reinforce,
for International Paper, Taco Bell's commitment to cost savings and speed of service
initiatives.
Another aspect of the current corrugated packaging that was considered was its
relation to the distribution process. Given the outside dimensions of the case, 11 1/8x11 1/8
x 10 3/4 inches, it was recognized that a full, homogeneous pallet of wraps must be built
using a column stack pattern.While pallet weight was distributed evenly and allowed for a
high degree of compression strength, the column stack pattern indicated an opportunity for
improved pallet load stability. This was especially true for cases of wraps since a QSR
distribution cycle is, by definition, rigorous and demanding. Special promotions are regular,
inventory turns that are LTL shipments from warehouse to restaurant are common and
frequent handling is the standard. Before any changes would be made to the current system,
however, a multiwall bag had to be designed and tested for comparison against the
corrugated container.
The customer was very supportive of the baler bag idea and wanted its supplier to
design a bag that could be tested in their distribution system. However, the customer advised
that before a new package is introduced into their system, it must first be qualified in a
laboratory setting. It was explained that, due to the nature of the QSR industry where things
happen fast and promotions have very tight schedules, the customer could not risk the failure
of the baler bag in the field, their "real world"setting. Therefore, it was agreed that the
supplier would perform all testing in a laboratory that would simulate the actual distribution
environment. If successful, the new package would then be considered for an actual field
test. With the direction of the project clearly understood by both customer and supplier,
International Paper was ready to meet its packaging challenge.
Baler Bag Design and Samples
The bricks were arranged and rearranged repeatedly until the best configuration(s)
became clear. Two different sized baler bags were designed in an effort to give the customer
a choice, depending on the special needs and requirements of its distribution system. The
first bag was created to hold four shrink-wrapped bricks, two side-by-side and two layers
high. The second bag was designed to hold six of the bricks, two side-by-side and three
layers high. For simplicity's sake, the bags were referred to as the "4 -pack and
6-pack,"
while the corrugated case was replaced by "the
box"
or "the 5
Measurements were taken and handmade sample bags were fabricated. One bag
design was used to make both the 4-pack and the 6-pack sizes. Each bag was made of two
plies of 50-lb. virgin natural kraft paper and was styled after a standard sewn open mouth
(SOM) bag. In an SOM, one end is sewn shut while the other is left open and can be taped
shut after filling. One feature included in both bag designs was the supplier's trademark
protected
"EZ-Open"
strip. It functioned as a tear -strip, found on many grocery store food
items for example, that would enable faster access to the bag contents without compromising
the strength or durability of the package. The handmade bags were also stamped with large,
bold arrows on the face and back that pointed to the tear-strip. These arrows were applied for
the benefit of the restaurant employees. They were supposed to inspire immediate
recognition and understanding of how to open the bags and remove the wraps. The addition
of this feature was in direct response to Taco Bell's desire to improve the speed of service to
their customers. It also served another purpose.
The tear-strip was also designed to address the important issues of safety and waste
reduction. Safety is sometimes a problem in restaurants, especially those in the QSR
segment, where speed is a prerequisite. The problem can arise at any time but more often
when the store is busy with customers and employees must rush to fill orders while
performing other tasks at the same time. Thoughts of safety are sometimes pushed aside by
thoughts of "getting the job done,
now."Multiple demands combined with a "speed of
service"
company motto and box-cutters, can lead to two common events. First, the swift
drag of a blade intended to open a sealed case of product can cause injury to workers.
Secondly, the blade could cut through more than the case packing tape and damage the goods




The handmade bag samples were then tested for tightness of fit as they were hand-
filled with customer supplied samples of shrink-wrapped bricks. Folding over the extra
paper and tightly sealing the end with clear, poly case tape closed the bags. Then the bags
were "thrown around"inside the supplier's office as a form of preliminary testing. It had to
be confirmed that the bags were sturdy enough to handle the type ofbeating they might
encounter when man-handled during the distribution cycle and that they would not tear apart
too easily. After dropping the bags on their faces and ends a few dozen times, from at least
three feet high, our confidence grew in support of this new baler bag application. The
implications for an increasedmarket demand for baler bags were an exciting proposition for
the supplier.
Historically, the baler bag was confined to industries that revolved around such
products as cementmixes, feed and seed, clay, glass or poly pellets, and dog food. The
supplier immediately sent other handmade samples to the customer for review. As long as
interest in the baler bag concept remained, the prospect of running a line trial for
"real"
testing (laboratory and/or field-testing) looked promising.
Customer Review and Line Trial
An initial review of the sample multiwall bags resulted in favoring the concept of the
6-pack size. The advantages of packing more wraps per shipping unitwere evident and the
total bag weight with product was hardly cause for concern since the current corrugated case
weighed only five pounds less. Despite these facts, the customer insisted that both the 4-
pack and 6-pack bags be tested to be "on the safe side."
The sample bags were approved "as is" yet the supplier thought it best to apply
printed copy to the four main flat surfaces of each size: face, back, and both side panel
gussets. The additional print would allow for immediate package differentiation between
sizes for anyone who would handle the bags. More importantly, however, printing on all
sides would aid the testing process. First, photographs would be taken during the testing
sequence to document performance and printing would eliminate the need for printed or
handwritten labels. Second, supplier experience held that when packages of any kind are
stacked on a pallet, the face and back panels are hidden from plain view. In the case of the
multiwall bags, only one of the gussets and one to both ends would be visually accessible.
Therefore, printing plates were made for each bag to convey the following information in
black ink only: the brand name 'Taco Bell," the type of package "Test Bag," and the size "4-
Pack"
or
"6-Pack." This information was printed in a large, bold typeface. See AppendixA
for a complete test summary.
Chapter 3
Laboratory Testing
During the time when this project was taking place, summer 1996, the supplier was
undergoing some major changes in terms of its research and development functions. A
monumental relocation effort was in the works that would ultimately combine all of its
technical resources into one location. This was no small feat since almost each division
supported its own independent Research and Development department.
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They varied in size (head count and annual budgets), experience, areas of expertise,
equipment, number of projects in the pipeline, priorities, etc. Corporate Headquarters
evaluated each situation and decided to pool the company's efforts for two reasons. First, by
combining our diverse strengths, the overall level of service provided to customers could be
maximized. Second, by building a place for "one stop technical the supplier
could insure its place as a future leader in both the paper and packaging industries.
The baler bags were produced and enough to build two pallets per size were shipped
to the testing facility. The customer helped to coordinate with the incumbent wrap supplier,
Bagcraft, to provide test wraps. Prior to any testing, a 100% inspection of the wraps was
performed to document their condition upon arrivaL The test supplier planned to incorporate
these findings into the test results on the basis that the output (success or failure) of a test is
directly related to its input. See appendix Bfor a complete pre-test visual inspection
summary.
Laboratory Tests Performed
The primary purpose of laboratory testing is to simulate the effects of an actual
distribution environment and submit the proposed package to those effects. It is important to
consider not only the time packages spend inside the transport vehicle (truck, train, plane,
ship, etc.), but also the number of times it would likely be handled or moved, either by tow
motor or person, etc. In Taco Bell's case, the distribution system consisted of five main
areas for consideration. These include: (1) Loading the pallet inside the wrapmanufacturing
facility, (2) Shipment of pallets via truck to themany distribution centers, (3) Storage on
pallets inside the distribution facility, (4) Shipment of less than pallet quantities from
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distribution centers to neighborhood restaurant locations, and (5) Unloading of the product,
full pallets at the distribution center and loose packages at store level.
The following ASTM standards were used when creating and performing laboratory
testing:
1) ASTM D 4169-94
Performance Testing of Shipping Containers and Systems, Distribution Cycle
Hazard
Element A, Manual Handling
Elements C and D, Warehouse Stacking and Vehicle Stacking
Elements E and G, Truck and Rail Transport Stacked or Unitized and Vehicle
Vibration
Element F, Loose Load Vibration
2) ASTM D 5276-94
Drop Test ofLoaded Containers by Free Fall
3) ) ASTM D 4728-91
Random Vibration Testing of Shipping Container
4) ASTM D 642-94
Deteirnining Compressive Resistance of Shipping Containers, Components,
and Unit Loads
5) ASTM D 999-91
Vibration Testing of Shipping Containers
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The laboratory testing sequence was created according to the following steps:
1) Step One - Loading the pallet inside the wrap manufacturing facility. This was
simulated using ASTM D 4169 D, Element A for drop testing.
2) Step Two Shipment of pallets via truck to the many distribution centers. This
was simulated using ASTM 4169-94, Elements E and G and ASTM D 4728-91
for pallet vibration testing.
3) Step Three - Storage on pallets inside the distribution facility. This was simulated
through pallet compression testing using ASTM 4169-94, Elements C and D and
ASTM D 642-94
4) Step Four - Shipment of less than pallet quantities from distribution centers to
neighborhood restaurant locations. This was simulated using ASTM 4169-94,
Element F and ASTM D 999-91 to perform a LTL vibration test.
5) Step Five - Unloading full pallets of product at the distribution center and loose
packages at store level. This was simulated through another round of drop testing
according to ASTM 4169-94, Element A and ASTM D 5276-94. See AppendixA
for a complete step-by-step test summary.
6) Step Six - Inspection of product for usability at store level. No ASTM standard
applies.
Increased Test Severity
It must be noted that the test protocol was created with Taco Bell's current
distribution system as the guideline. However, International Paper built in additional factors
of severity that were unlikely to occur in the actual distribution system. For example, during
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the first drop test (step one). ASTM D 5276-94 recommended that packages be dropped once
from 13" on six surfaces: face, back, both gussets, top and bottom. In reality, however, the
bags were dropped once from 15" on the six recommended surfaces plus once on the top two
corners. All 90 bagsmaintained their full package integrity and survived the test in good
shape with no tears in the paper.
Also, during the pallet compression test (step three), ASTM D 642-94 recommended
that a level three test (administered for "containers other than corrugated. ..where the product
supports the load direcdy...") using an assurance level of one and a safety factor of 3.0 should
target or max out the load at approximately 3,876 total pounds for the 4 -Pack and 3,822
pounds for the 6-Pack. International Paper 's test, however, used a safety factor of 4.5 on the
4-Pack and a 4.0 on the 6-Pack. As a result, the loads weremaxed out at a total of 5,661 lbs.
and 5,529 lbs., which were approximately two times more than the suggested levels. Even at
these load weights and without using slip-sheets (that could otherwise protect the bags from
pallet imperfections, rough spots, etc.), both pallets (4-Pack and 6-Pack) maintained full load
package integrity and suffered no bag damage.
The actual test for the second round of drop testing (step five) was also designed to
be more demanding than the corresponding ASTM standard. According to ASTM D 5276-
94, assurance level two, packages should be dropped once from
13"
on five surfaces: face,
both gussets, top and bottom. A sixth and final drop from
26"
should also be made on the
largest, flat surface. The back panel of the baler bag was considered to be largest, flat
surface; however, the suppliermodified the test protocol to meet its own, more demanding
standards.
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Bags were actually dropped from
15"
on the five recommended surfaces,/?/^ once
on the top two corners,plus once from
30"
on its butt end or smallest flat surface. The butt
end was chosen for the last drop in effort to push the limits set forth in the ASTM standard.
Even though it was believed that dropping a bag on its end was less likely to occur in the
field, it was estimated that a blow to the end would cause more damage. Furthermore, if a
bag was dropped on its end and did not suffer damage or fail, the results would allay many
doubts of the bag's strength and capabilities. During the testing of the 4-Pack bag, it was
found that 30" on the butt end caused bag failure three times out of thirty-three. Therefore,
the drop height was reduced from 30" to 26" (per ASTM) for the remainder of the 4-Pack
bags and all of the 6-Pack bags. Upon completion of this test, it was noted that nine bags
dropped from 26" (99 bags total) suffered torn paper. However, the overall performance of
the bags during this test sequence was excellent.
Laboratory Testing Results
Overall results were very positive and indicated that a change from a corrugated
shipping container to a multiwall baler bag is feasible. A total of eleven bags out of the
ninety tested were damaged during the test. However, it was noted that the damage was due
to limitations of the load bracing equipment and the severity of the various test sequences.
Other minor bag damage recorded was in the form of abrasion on the exterior bag walls. The
supplier recommended that the customer replace the corrugated cases currently used for those
wraps tested with multiwall bags. It was also recommended that the customer make the same
change for all related products that could benefit from this new and innovative packaging
solution.
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Response to Test Results
The supplier was satisfied with the laboratory test results and began gearing up for a
full-scale distribution test. Copies of the test results were forwarded to the customer for
review, along with a letter of recommendation for said field test. The customer's project
coordinator was also pleased with the test results and began rough calculations for the total
cost savings impact. The customer expressed interest in scheduling a field test for the 6-Pack
bag within a matter ofweeks. Even though both customer and supplier considered the Baler
Bag Project a success, itwas ill fated due to numerous uncontrollable influences. Aside from
these, one fact remains. With regard to the QSR industry and the growing use of paper wraps
to contain and transport food items, a multiwall baler bag is a feasible and viable shipping
alternative to the corrugated container employed today to ship wraps.
Chapter 4
Recommendations via Packaging Improvement Proposal
Following the successful laboratory testing of the multiwall bag, International Paper
lookedmore closely at the cost savings opportunities associated with replacing a corrugated
container with a two-ply paper bag. A cost savings analysis was performed and compared
Taco Bell's current packaging system with the proposed packaging system. What follows is
a Packaging Improvement Proposal (PIP), loosely organized according to Duane Beck's
model set forth in his 1994 book Packaging Sales: A Problem-Solving Approach. Since the
project status was placed "on hold," this information was never shared with Taco Bell.
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The proposal is organized according to the following format. First the packaging
need is defined according to product usage and expectations set forth by the customer.
Objectives for the proposed package improvements are listed next followed by a brief
preview of the recommended package improvement solution. A thorough engineering
evaluation of the current package takes place next where product characteristics, product life
cycle and the current packaging process are addressed. The proposed package system
solution is then explained in detailwith focus on packagingmaterials and the packaging
process. The next part of the proposal outlines the cost justification analysis. Here, the
secondary packaging process costs of the current package are compared to those of the
proposed package. Estimated savings over the first year of operations after the package
change and incremental return on investment are also calculated in this section. The last two
parts of the proposal address overall technical and financial benefits of replacing the current
package with the proposed package.
Packaging Improvement Proposal
PACKAGING NEED OR PROBLEM
Taco Bell, the customer, is focusing its energy on efforts to improve its cost structure
and operating efficiencies. Specifically, ways to improve the speed of service to end-use
customers and reduce packaging costs are being evaluated. As do many members of the
Quick Service Restaurant (QSR) Industry, Taco Bell regularly looks to its suppliers for
innovative ideas and fresh solutions. One project currently under consideration is the "box to
bag"
study, which addresses source reduction through innovative packaging. The study is
designed to test the feasibility of replacing a corrugated shipping container with a two-ply
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paper baler bag. The products involved are shrink-wrapped bundles of paper food wraps
used to hold Taco and Taco Supreme menu items. The challenge lies in reducing the amount
of packaging used in shipping the wraps while maintaining overall wrap quality during
distribution and at store level. To put it another way, any new wrap packaging must save the
systemmoney without compromising existing product quality.
PACKAGING IMPROVEMENT OBJECTIVES
International Paper's objectives are to accomplish the following:
(1) Provide the customer with an alternative package that offers material source reduction,
(2) Provide the customer with an alternative package that offers material cost savings,
(3) Increase pallet efficiency over current levels,
(4) Increase storage efficiency over current levels,
(5) Increase the number of inventory turns over current levels, and
(6) Reduce wrap damage and waste due to the use of knives at store level over current levels.
PROPOSED PACKAGING IMPROVEMENT SOLUTION
International Paper recommends a two-part solution: (1) replace the corrugated
container with a two-ply multiwall baler bag, and (2) evaluate the film and shrink-wrap
system currendy used to contain the wraps. The poly shrink-wrap system should be
evaluated at length to address three main concerns: film gauge consistency, shrink-wrap
pinholes, and loose shrink-wrap.
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ENGINEERING EVALUATION
International Paper performed an engineering evaluation to determine how the
corrugated cases could be modified in a way that would offer cost savings and source
reduction opportunities. In this engineering evaluation, International Paper completely
described the current packaging system and its potential to support unnecessary costs. The
evaluation led to recommended improvements to the current packaging material system. The
current situation is completely described by Items A through C below
A. Product Characteristics
Specific characteristics of the wraps were used to determine the appropriate
packagingmaterial system.
1. Product Nature Summary7 - The wraps are 10.5 x 10.5 inches and made of 16 -lb.
grease resistant paper. Each wrap is printed four colors and shows the Taco Bell logo along
with the names of the specific food items it is designed to contain. The wraps used by
restaurant employees serve a dual-purpose. They contain and protect various menu items
from dirt, germs, etc., while acting as a form of transport from the preparation counter to the
final customer's hands.
2. Product Form Summary - The wraps are stacked 1 ,000 high and are shrink-
wrapped to form "bricks" that measure 10.5 x 10.5 x 2 inches. Each brick of Taco/Taco
Supreme wraps weighs approximately five pounds.
3. Product Vulnerability Summary - The wraps are treated for grease resistance yet
they are somewhat hygroscopic. Wraps are protected from moisture and dirt by the shrink-
wrap film; however, if the film is loose or damaged the wraps are subject to certain negative
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effects. Should the wraps gain an element ofmovement within the shrink-wrapped brick.
they could suffer from folds, creases or curled comers that can render them inoperable at
store level.
B. Flowchart of Product Life Cycle
International Paper prepared a process flowchart of thewraps'life cycle. This
flowchart describes in detail the packaging process and briefly defines the significant areas as
a basis from which to consider any packaging process improvements. Bagcraft verbally
confirmed the manufacturing and distribution pieces of this flowchart.
Place 40 x 48 four-way pallet on floor at end of production line
Set up single-wall corrugated container
Place five bricks inside single -wall corrugated container, stacked five high
nU
Close corrugated container by hand and seal with case tape
sU
Place container on pallet in column stack formation
sU
Label case or pallet with product description
sU
Transport pallet by tow motor for stretch-wrap application and apply for load stability
^
Transport pallet to storage rack in warehouse
A
Hold pallet in storage for up to three weeks
4-
Load pallet on truck
sU
Transport pallet by truck for up to seven days
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Unload pallets at distribution warehouse dock
si-
Transport pallet to distribution center storage rack
sP
Hold pallet in storage for up to three weeks
si.
Load pallet or loose cases on truck
si.
Transport pallet or case by truck for up to seven days
si.
Unload case(s) to Taco Bell restaurant
si.
Hold case(s) in back room storage for up to two weeks
s^
Break open case as wraps are needed
si.
Dispose of corrugated case as emptied
C. Current Packaging Process
International Paper evaluated the current packaging process based on a verbal account
of the wrap supplier. The complete packaging process is described in detail above under
ItemB: Flowchart ofProduct Life Cycle.
The current packaging system's material component list is as follows:
1. Secondary Packaging Specification
Material Description: Single-wall corrugated container with 32 ECT
Container Dimensions: 11.125 x 11.125 x 10.75 (OD)
Fabrication Style: Top -load RSC corrugated container
2. Primary Packaging Specification
Material Description: 1 mil. Clear LDPE film
21
Step
Container Dimensions: 10.5 x 10.5 x 2 (brick OD)
Fabrication Style: Shrink-wrap film
3. Current Packaging Process Time Study:
Note this time study is the result of verbal discussion with Bagcraft and that




1 Place 40 x 48 four-way pallet on floor at end of production line
2 Set up single-wall corrugated container
3 Place five bricks inside single -wall corrugated container;
stack five bricks high
4 Close corrugated container by hand and seal with case tape
5 Place container on pallet in column stack formation
6 Label case or pallet with product description
Transport pallet by tow motor for pallet stretch wrap application








TOTAL MINUTES 61 min
PROPOSED PACKAGING SYSTEM SOLUTION
A. Recommended Packaging Materials
International Paper recommends one two-ply 50-lb. multiwall baler bag with an EZ-
Open tear strip to replace the current secondary corrugated component. The baler bag system
provides comparable structure-strength benefits and comparable packaging labor costs while
reducing packaging material volume and costs. The baler bag also affords waste savings
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opportunities by positively impacting package opening (ease, safety. & waste) and disposal
issues. The secondary packaging system's material improvements produce an efficient and
cost effective packaging process.
In addition, International Paper recommends that the film and shrink-wrap system be
evaluated further for additional cost savings opportunities. By modifying the film gauge.
shrink tunnel temperature, and shrink tunnel dwell (either individually or in tandem), the
consistency of the brick's appearance and performance can be improved. The problems of
pinholes, split seams, and loose shrink-wrap can be minimized. The problem of damaged
wraps can also bemkiimized as a matter of consequence to saidmodifications. Also, cost
savings could be realized in the case of double shrink-wrapping, which exists today due to
ineffective shrink-wrap application. Improvements made to the primary packaging material
system would benefit the secondary packaging improvements significantly, regardless of
which system (current or proposed) they are incorporated into. This recommendation,
however, falls outside of the scope of International Paper's study.
B. Proposed Packaging Process
The details presented below can be used in writing a specification.
1) Secondary Packaging Specification
Material Description: Two-ply 50-lb. virgin natural kraft paper
Special Feature: EZ-Open tear strip
6-Pack Container Dimensions: 22 x 10.75 x 6 (OD)
Fabrication Style: Sewn Open Mouth (SOM) baler bag with flat bottom
2) Primary Packaging Specification
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Step
Material Description: 1 mil. Clear LDPE film
Container Dimensions: 10.5 x 10.5 x 2 (brickOD)
Fabrication Style: Shrink-wrap film
3) Proposed Packaging Process Time Study:
Note this time study is the result of International Paper's internal line




1 Place 40 x48 four-way pallet on floor at end of production line 1 min
2 Set up baler bag on fabricated guide equipment 2 min
3 Place six bricks inside two-ply paper baler bag 2.5 min
4 Close baler bag by hand and seal with case tape 2 min
5 Place baler bag on pallet in interlock stack formation 42 min
6 Label pallet with product description 1 min
7 Transport pallet by tow motor for stretch-wrap application
and apply for pallet load stability 6 min
TOTAL MINUTES 56.5 min
This represents a saving of 4.5 minutes compared to
the current process employed at Bagcraft.
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PACKAGING SYSTEM SOLUTION COST JUSTIFICATION
A. Current Secondary Packaging Process Costs per Pallet
* Represents current supplier s labor rate estimate for packaging personnel.




11.125x 11.125 x 10.75 Top-load RSC.
C-flute, 32 ECT, 5 -Pack < 5,000 wraps)









B. Proposed Secondary Packaging Process Costs per Pallet
* Represents potential supplier's labor rate estimate for packaging personnel.




22 x 10.75 x 6 Two-ply SOM Baler Bag,
EZ-Open strip, 6-Pack (6,000 wraps)









C. Extrapolated Savings Over First Year After Proposed Change
Note: Taco Bell estimates annual usage of corrugated casesfor wraps to be 650,000.
MATERIAL SAVINGS:
Item Unit Price Annual Usage Wraps/Year Material Cost
($)
Case S0.32 650 M (5 -pack) 3.25 Billion 208M






MATERIAL & LABOR SAVINGS:
Item Rate/Pallet Pallet Qty. Cost/Pallet Annual Usage Combined Cost ($)
'
Case S23.53 48 S0.49 650.000 cases 318.5 M
Bag S15.65 42 S0.37 542.000 bags 200.5 M
TOTAL
SAVINGS: S118Mor379c
D. Cost Evaluation and Incremental Return on Investment
Total current secondary packaging costs per pallet @ 240,000 wraps S23.53
Total proposed secondary' packaging costs per pallet @ 252,00 wraps (S15.65)
Cost savings S7.88 ea.
Incremental Return on Investment 33.49%
As the data in these tables repeatedly show, there are substantial savings to be gained




The laboratory test results indicate that it is feasible to replace a corrugated container
with a multiwall paper bag for the packaging and distribution of paper food wraps. The
supplier recommends that the customer implement a packaging system change which
eliminates the current corrugated shipping carton and introduces in its place a two-ply paper
baler bag as outlined in the previous chapter's Packaging Improvement Proposal. By
making this change, the customer will realize significant source reduction and cost savings
opportunities. Major technical and financial benefits associated with this change are
highlighted below.
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Benefits of Proposed Packaging Process Solution
A. Technical Benefits:
1. Multiwall baler bags will support and protect wraps to a level comparable to that
of the corrugated shipping container during the distribution process.
2. Baler bags allow for stacking significantly more wraps per pallet and per
truckload than afforded by the corrugated case, based on average 42.000 -lb.
truckload weight and maximum 40 pallets per truckload.
SeeAppendices C and E.
Item Wraps/Pallet Wraps/Truck Pallets/Truck Truckload Weight
Bag 252 M 8.1 MM 32 42.256 lbs.
Case 240 M 7.9 MM 33 42.042 lbs.
Baler bags offer improved storage space efficiencies compared to the corrugated
container: See Appendix C.
Item Wraps/ Square Foot
Bag 113 M
Case 90 M
4. Baler bags, in their flat and empty state, allow for significantlymore bags per
pallet and per truckload than afforded by the corrugated cases, based on average
42,000-lb. truckload and maximum 40 pallets per truckload. See Appendix C.
(50 Ibs./pallet extra)
Item Qty./ Pallet Weight/ M units Units/ Truck Truckload
Weight
Bag, 6-pack size 3,500 272 lbs./ M 140 M 38,080 lbs.
Case, 5-pack size 500 500 lbs./M 20 M 10,000 lbs.
5. Baler bags offer improved ease of use and safety benefits through its EZ-Open
tear strip feature. Knives are not required to open the bags, unlike corrugated
containers.
6. Because of its size, a baler bag uses less storage space per shelving unit in a
restaurant's back room compared to a corrugated container. Baler bags require
less effort from store employees to retrieve wraps because they can remain
shelved. Corrugated containers, however, must be removed from the shelf
completely in order to access the wraps contained within. This positively affects
the customer's "speed of service"concerns (i.e. the restaurant) and employee
safety issues. The long-term advantage of this feature fits nicely with the ever-
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increasing trend of quick service restaurants to shrink the size of their kitchens
and
"back-of-the-house"
storage areas. Note: Many new units are being built in
smaller, previously inaccessible vending areas and are being co-branded with
other foodservice vending companies.
Item Shelf Space Needed (in.) Access Feature Steps Needed to Access Wraps
Bag 22 x 10.75x6 EZ-Open tear strip Open bag and remove wraps
Case 11.125 x 11.125 x 10.75 Knife needed 1 ) Remove case from shelf
2 ) Place on floor or flat surface
3) Use knife to slit case tape
4) Remove wraps
5) Replace case on storage shelf
B. Financial Benefits:
1. Baler bags reduce total packaging material and labor costs compared to the
corrugated case. In the first year after using the proposed package system a 5 1 %
savings in material or a 37% savings in material and labor can be realized.
2. Baler bags reduce the time needed to package one pallet of wraps from 61 min. to
56.5 min.
3. A reduction in purchasing costs results from buying one two-ply bag versus one
corrugated container:
Item Cost/ Unit
Baler Bag SO. 19
Corrugated Container S0.32
4. Taco Bell realizes a cost savings and an incremental return on secondary
packagingmaterial investment for each baler bag pallet:
Cost Savings per Pallet S7.88
Incremental ROI 33.5%
Baler bags maximize the value of every freight dollar spent compared to
corrugated cases when shipping flat packaging materials. That is, one truck can
carry 140M flat baler bags versus 20 M corrugated cases in their knocked-down-
flat (KDF) position. Also, Baler bags weigh significantly less than KDF
corrugated containers and allow for greater cost savings during disposal. Bags
also occupy less landfill space compared to corrugated cases.
28
Item Unit Weight Weight/M Units Annual Usage
Baler Bag 0.272 lbs. or 4.35 oz. 272 lbs. 540 M
Corrugated Container 0.5 lbs. or 8 oz. 500 lbs. 650 M
Item Annual Disposal Weight
Baler Bag 146.800 lbs.
Corrugated Container 325.000 lbs.
6. Baler bags maximize the value of every freight dollar spent compared to
corrugated cases when shipping wraps. That is, one truck can carry 8. LMM wraps
in baler bags versus 7.9MM wraps in corrugated containers.
29
Appendices
A. Complete Laboratory Test Summary
B. Pre-test Visual Inspection (Photographs)
C. Truckload Maximization Worksheet
D. CAPE Diagrams for
1) 6-PackMultiwall Baler Bag
2) 5-Pack Corrugated Container
3) 4-Pack Multiwall Baler Bag
E. System-wide "Ripple Effect" Cost Saving
Opportunities
F. McDonald's Waste Reduction Action Plan (WRAP)
Status ReportMay 12, 1998
G. Examples of Source Reduction Initiatives by QSR
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severe bowing effect on
bottom tier
Condition of shrink-wrapped
bundles upon opening of
case. Notice shifted
top sheet that has folded
on itself and the curled
corners.
B-l
Appendix B: Pre-test Visual Inspection (Photographs)
These three photos










Appendix B: Pre-test Visual Inspection (Photographs)
Frequent loose
shrink-wraps could be
caused by one or a
combination of the
following:
l)Type of film resin
2) Shrink Tunnel
temperature
3) Shrink Tunnel dwell
B-3
Appendix B: Pre-test Visual Inspection (Photographs)
This bundle was found
somewhere in the middle
section of the pallet load
and exibits the common
condition of shifted
wraps and curled wrap
corners.
The plant is obviously




(and a few others) was
sent through the shrink
tunnel more than once.
Quite possibly the best
looking bundle of both








Appendix B: Pre-test Visual Inspection (Photographs)
An example of a bundle
in the next best condition
(pre-test.) Notice wraps
begin to shift and
corner bending is more
pronounced.
This bundle shows more
severe signs of pre-test
wrap damage. Very low





Step One - Drop Test #1
Each of the 90
hand-packed multiwall
bags was dropped from
15"
on all six flat sides
plus two corners of taped
end.
4-pack weight ~ 23 lb.
6-pack weight ~ 34 lb.
B-5
Appendix B: Pre-test Visual Inspection (Photographs)
Drop Test #1 Sequence ASTM suggested
Height No. of Drops Bag Side
13" 15"
one one face face
13" 15"
one one gusset back
13" 15"
one one gusset gusset
13" 15"
one one top gusset
13" 15"
one one butt top
13" 15"
one one back butt
15"
one top corner #1
15"
one top corner #2
B-6
Appendix B: Pre-test Visual Inspection (Photographs)
B-7
Appendix B: Pre-test Visual Inspection (Photographs)
Result of Top corner
(taped end)
drop from 15". Notice
stress marks from force,
yet the bag suffered no
tears or holes.
Same bag dropped on
opposite Top corner.
Similar stress marks but,
again, no tears or holes
in bag.
B-8












54 - multiwall bags on the
4 pack pallet.
36 multiwall bags on the
6 pack pallet.
Notice position of load
on pallet (centered) at
start up and the position
of the load bracing units.
B-9
Appendix B: Pre-test Visual Inspection (Photographs)
Post-test position of load
on pallet. Load migrated to




where bags rubbed against
brace fixtures repetitively.
(4 pack) Pallet was then
restacked.
Pallet Vibration Test cont.
6 pack. Again, notice pallet
load is centered and
brace fixtures are in
same locations.
Again, load migrated to
one side (opposite pallet
side compared to 4 pack




causing stretch wrap to
rupture, severe
abrasions and some holes
to bags.
B-10
Appendix B: Pre-test Visual Inspection (Photographs)
Notice relationship between
stretch wrap damage and





during test causing a raised
screw on brace to puncture
both plastic wrap and paper
bag.
Close up view of damage with
bracing units removed. Notice
several areas with ruptured
plastic, punctured bags, and
abraded bags.
(4) bags suffered 2-ply holes.
Damage could have been
avoided by modified load
bracing methods/fixtures.
^Damage is NOT attributable
to multiwall bags.
B-ll
Appendix B: Pre-test Visual Inspection (Photographs)
Evidence of 3" vertical
jump by pallet during
vibration test. Notice
raised screw on brace
where the tape measure
reads 3". Screw broke
through plastic and




point between load and
brace unit where puncture
to plastic and bag was
caused by sharp corners
of electrical tape residuals





Appendix B: Pre-test Visual Inspection (Photographs)
6 pack pallet continued...
Next two photos show:
1) close up of sharp
corners of electrical tape
on brace.
2) close up of puncture
to plastic and bag caused












*J Notice abrasion marks on
multiwall bag, but absence
of puncture damage.
B-13
Appendix B: Pre-test Visual Inspection (Photographs)
Step Three -
Pallet Compression Test
Compression of a pallet
load under stress of a
multiple stack situation,
in truck or warehouse
storage.
(no slip sheets used)
Safety Factor
4 pack = 4.5+
6 pack = 4.0+




Average of 15 bags per 60
minute dwell. Notice
random inclusion of 50#
dummy corrugated boxes
and layering effect of bags




Post-test close up of bag
that was bridged across
other bags.
Notice stress marks at
critical point of bag
where layers of bundles
*tJ**l meet inside the bag.
B-14
Appendix B: Pre-test Visual Inspection (Photographs)
Another LTL set up with
dummy boxes, layered bags,






Appendix B: Pre-test Visual Inspection (Photographs)
hy"Xe *fjj $^*?
Aj -Kg
IA^ rj'cci net Step Five -
Drop Test #2
Taco Be/1 TestBaa-6 Pad Next (5) photos show
results of bags with the
worst post-test condition.
All are clearly labeled.
B-16
Appendix B: Pre-test Visual Inspection (Photographs)
wH^zLaa ''. ;
In/ *. -****? _/ if
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Appendix B: Pre-test Visual Inspection (Photographs)
Step Six
100% Post-test Inspection
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Summary of CAPE Diagrams






Summary of CAPE Diagrams
NOTE: The following information was developed for Taco Bell using the 1996 version of CAPE Software.
Product Name 6-Pack Baler Bag 5-Pack Corrugated Case 4-Pack Baler Bag
Product Code Taco Bell-6 Taco Bell-5 Taco Bell-4
Datafile Name Wraps-6 Wraps-5 Wraps-4
Solution Reference 2-1 1-C 2-1
Volume Us42d 71.40% 67.20% 68%
Area Used 73.90% 77.40% 73 90%
Pallet Type 48x40 48x40 48x40
Units/ Layer 6 12 6
Layer / Load 7 4 10
Units / Load 42 48 60
Unit Outside Dimensions finches):
Length xWidth x Height 22 x 10.75x6 11. 125 x 11.125 x 10.75 22 x 10.75 \4
Net Weight (lbs.) 30 25 20
Gross Weight fibs.) 30.25 25.5 20 25
Cube (cubic feet) 0.82 0.77 0.55
Load Outside Dimensions (inches):
Length x Width x Height 48 x 40 x 47.5 48 x 40 x 48.5 48 x 40 x 45.5
Nei Weight (lbs.) 1260 1200 1200
Gross Weight (lbs.) 1320.5 1274 1265
Cube 52.78 53 89 50.56
47 5
48.5




System-wide "Ripple Effect" Cost Savings Opportunities
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Appendix E
System-wide "Ripple Effect" Cost Savings Opportunities
In addition to savings opportunities mentioned in themam project report relating to source reduction, other opportunities exist elsewhere in the system.
Notes: Estimated annual Taco Bel] wrap volume is 650M cases (5-pack) or 13.5M pallets.













Fewer tow motor trips to warehouse
Interlock pattern vs. column stack:
* Use less stretchwrap on finished pallet
* Reduce lost rime & waste (load shifts/ tip-overs)
Better use of warehouse space:
* More wraps per pallet and square foot
* Lower pallet height for better storage rack access
Less pallets to use per truck, 32 versus 33
Note: 650M cases = 3.25MM shrink-wrapped bricks:
* Box: 240 bricks per pallet = 13-541 pallets
* Bag: 252 bricks per pallet = 1 2,897 pallets
Less labor needed to fill truck:
Less pallets leave room for lastminute
"add-ons"
* avoids UPS or Fedex charges
Interlock pattern vs. colum stack:
* Better load stability, less damage
* Less time to restack fallen cases
Reduce unload time
Fewer towmotor trips to warehouse
Estimated Annual
Swings Dollar Value Savings
10min. xS9/hr. SI.50 S75.00
25 feel S0.02 S257.94
12 min. x S9/hr. S1.80 S3.60
est S0.03 S386.91
est S0.02 S257.94
S8/paIlet S8.00 (see below)
644 pallets 55,152
6 min. x S9/hr S0.90 S45.00
next day S5.50 SI 6.50
one brick $12.75 S63.75
lOmin. x$15/hr. S2.50 SI0.00
5 min. x S15/hT. SI.25 $62.50
10 min. x S9/hr. SI.50 $75.00
Potential annual savings at wrap manufacturing and distribution center 56,406. 14
Unload LTL EZ-open tear strip od bag replaces knife or box-cutter usage:
and use at * Reduced product damage & waste caused by knife
Store Level * Reduce employee risk for injury
Bags placed on storage shelfwith tear-strip facing out:
* Faster side access vs. top-load RSC
1/2 brick $6.00 $30.00
knife cut $20.00 $40.00
2 min. x $5/hr. $0.17 $8.50
Package Disposal Bags take up less square footage vs. KDF case
at Store Level "No KDFs lying around to be tripped over or tying up valuable work space
* Use in-store trash can or recycle receptacle
* Less trips to outside trash can or recycle receptacle 3 min. x $5/hr.
* Less calls for pickup from BFL WasteMgnt., etc. one pickup
*Empty bags weigh less than KDFs






Potential annual savings across 2.000 nationwide stores $252.000
Total annual potential "Ripple
Effect"
savings $258,406
Packaging material cost savings per one truckload, box to bag
Estimate 400 trucks per year to carry 650M cases of wraps
S251.52
x400
Estimated packaging cost savings based on 400 trucks per year j 1 00,608
Total annual potential system-wide savings $359,014
Appendix F
McDonald'sWaste Reduction Action Plan (WRAP)
Status ReportMay 12, 1998
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To: Interested Parties f. ~\_y
From: Bob Langert, McDonald's Director of Environmental Affairs ^A~
Re: McDonald's Waste Reduction Action Plan Annual Update
I'm glad to report on our "Waste Reduction Action Plan" results from 1997 (attached),
and to note our top initiatives for the upcoming year. Our plan was implemented in 1991,
and since that time McDonald's USA has eliminated 45 million pounds of packaging.
1997 Summary
Source Reduction: We eliminated almost 4 million pounds of packaging last year by
lightweighting our fry cartons,
"C" bags and in-store serving trays.
McRecycle USA: We continue to increase our spending on recycled products. In
1997, McDonald's purchased $350 million worth of these quality products for
constructing and equipping our restaurants, and packaging our products. About half
our packaging is now made from recycled fibers. Since 1990, McRecycle USA has
spent more than $2 billion in recycled products.
Outreach: McDonald's supported America Recycles Day by printing "Buy Recycled
and
Save"
messages on more than a 100 million of our cups and bags this past
November.
Upcoming Priorities
EarthShell: McDonald's has made a decision to use
"EarthShell"
containers for our
flagship Big Mac sandwich. EarthShell is made from a unique mix of materials
including potato starch, water and calcium carbonate, a natural mineral found in
seashells and limestone. We feel EarthShell represents innovation and leadership.
We're excited about its introduction targeted by 1st quarter, 1999, and expect this
first-time commercial production to meet our performance standards.
Environmentally Preferable Paper We're very determined to do more with our
suppliers to encourage leading-edge, environmental best manufacturing and forestry
practices. Under consideration are initiatives to audit their practices, including an
outside party's review of their forestry methods. Our goal is to give more business to
the environmental leaders.
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Appendix G
Examples of Source Reduction Initiatives by
QSR Leader, McDonald's and aMcDonald's Fact
On Corrugated
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Examples of Source Reduction Initiatives by QSR
Leader, McDonald's
The following points .are excerpts from McDonald's Final Report on Waste Reduction.
1991:
1 . McDonald's - replaced polystyrene clamshells with thin paper-based wraps in April
1991. Reduced volume of primary packaging between 70 to 90% and unit weight by
about 1% (page 46). Reduced volume and weight of secondary (shipping) packaging by
almost 90% (page 37). The wrap is a three-layer combination of an inside layer of
tissue, a sheet of polyethylene in the middle, and a sheet of paper on the outside. Paper
wrap offered similar performance as the clamshells and was a superior packaging
material because of its source reduction benefits (page 38). Why the change? Three
main reasons related to source reduction benefits (page 39):
a. Reduced packaging volume of both primary and secondary materials,
b. Reduction in the industrial pollution associated with the manufacture and
handling of toxic feedstocks used to produce polystyrene, and
c. Reduced disposal impacts for both in-store and take-out packaging due to
reduced volume ofmaterial.
d. Also note that the process of recycling polystyrene was expensive and had
limited availability.
EDF compared polystyrene foam to paper-based wraps in detail and their results
were confirmed by a subsequent report by the Franklin Associates in 1991. Their
conclusions show (page39 & 40):
a. Energy Use - Foam requires 86% more energy than the paper-based wraps.
b. Air Emissions - Foam produces 40% more air emissions than the wraps.
c. Waterborne Wastes - Foam produces 80% more water discharges than wraps.
d. Solid Waste - Foam produces four times more solid waste (by volume) than the
wraps.
2. McDonald's- in late 1989, directed all suppliers to reduce waste (whether internally in
their production facilities, or in the actualmaking of the packaging) by 15% by the end
of 1991 (page 43).
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3. McDonald's - developed a lighter foam product for its Sandwich/Breakfast Clamshell
in 1982. The average container decreased 12% in weight (page 43).
4. McDonald's- reduced the flap overlap of its Fry Cartons in 1981. A 2.5% reduction of
bleached board use resulted from this change (page 43).
5. McDonald's- converted sandwich wraps from 20-lb. paper/4 lb. wax blend to 15-lb.
paper/3 lb. wax blend. This resulted in a 25% decrease in paper and wax consumption
(page 43).
6. McDonald's - replaced paper cups with foam cups for hot beverages in 1983. This
reduced cup weight from 8.2 grams for paper to 3.2 grams for foam (page 43).
7. McDonald's- replaced polyethylene straws with polypropylene plastic in 1980. The
change allowed for a 20% lighter-weight plastic (page 43).
8. McDonald's - removed the corrugated dividers from the cold cup shipping case in 198 1 .
This change lowered net weight by V_ lb. per case (page 43).
9. McDonald's- changed to concentrated delivery of orange juice versus prepackaged in
1988. This saved materials that would have been used in corrugated shipping containers
(page 43).
10. McDonald's - began converting to bulk carbon dioxide delivery versus "bag in
box"
containers for Coke. By directly pumping Coke syrup into restaurant tanks,
secondary packaging was eliminated (page 43).
1 1. McDonald's- converted from small to large rolls of toilet tissue. This reduced the
amount of packaging (inner wraps, cores and corrugated) by about 10% andweight by
23% (pages 44 and 46).
12. McDonald's- re-designed the 16-oz. cold cup from one supplier with very little visual
effect. This reduced cup material by about 10% (page 44) and weight by 10.2% (page
46).
13. McDonald's- other examples of source reduction accomplishments include:
Accomplishmen % Weight Reduction
Reduce large cold cups. 6.0%
Reduce density of breakfast lids. 14.5%
Reduce density of slantMcChicken package. 6.6%
Reduce density of small clamshell. 8.5%
Change to smaller napkin. 2 1 .0%
Oriented unwrapped bulk cuder 1 1 %
Reduced gauge of sundae cup 9.0%
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McDonald's Fact On CorrugatedMaterial
Excerpted from McDonald's Waste Reduction Final Report, 1991
"McDonald's corrugated boxes make up the largest single component (34% by weight) of
their on-premise waste stream. By volume, corrugated boxes probably account for about
40% ofMcDonald's waste. As ofApril 1991, almost 5,500 McDonald's restaurants in the
US (more than 60% of the system) were recycling corrugated boxes. By the end of 1991,
virtually all will be doing so (page 82). Average restaurant may go through 300-400 boxes a
week, which are picked up once or twice weekly. Storage space, usually enclosed behind
restaurant building, is limited. Over half of corrugated boxes used in the US are recycled,
primarily through large commercial sources such as supermarkets and shopping
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